
Job Description
DESIGNATION: Cameraman/Camera Operator

NATURE OF ENGAGEMENT: Contractual, 6 months (renewable for an another 6

months)

ABOUT THE ORGANISATION

Barefoot College International (BCI) is a globally recognized not for profit social enterprise, working
with rural communities in 93 countries in the world. Headquartered in India,
BCI delivers innovative programmes for women in Access to Renewable Energy, Education, Economic
and Digital Participation, Enterprise, and Women’s Wellness. We celebrate and defend indigenous
wisdom and skills, and believe that access to energy enables all forms of economic and social
development for and by, poor rural communities.

ABOUT THE PROJECT

The LEAP is a plug and play platform of microservices that enables a variety of organizations to
directly reach the audiences they serve via hi-touch and hi-tech knowledge transfer in the agri
sector. As a grassroot organisation, BCI will be providing rural/farmer friendly content for the
LMS(Learning Management System) of the LEAP platform.

The project involves making technical training more accessible to rural audiences. The present

training content exists as technical SOPs, research papers, corporate PowerPoint presentations and

such documents aimed at a highly educated and qualified audience. BCI is playing the role of

demystifying this knowledge for rural and farmer audiences, making it engaging through story-based

content. The topics in the content are primarily agro-based but also extends to ancillary topics

necessary for adult empowerment, such as leadership, women rights, environmental conservation,

climate positive actions, sanitation and health. The success of this project shall lead to livelihood

improvement of 1000+ rural farmers in the short term, and potentially millions in the long term.

JOB PROFILE

Barefoot College International is looking for a Cameraman for a prestigious project, details of which

are given below. The incumbent should have excellent camera skills and directorial capabilities The

candidate should be aware of digital trends especially pertaining to the style of shooting. We are not

looking for camera operators. The ideal candidate should also have good organizational and

interpersonal skills and will be expected to work closely with a team of project managers from varied

backgrounds, experience, skills and knowledge levels.



JOB RESPONSIBILITY

● Capture footage that is aimed at educating people/capacity building rather than

communicating as in advertising, marketing and branding

● Operate motion picture or television camera as you record scenes for motion pictures,

advertising or television broadcasts or for publishing on digital platforms.

● Know and apply the technical aspects of lenses, film, filters, light and camera settings to each

shot to ensure the director gets the effect he or she wants.

● Adjust printers, camera controls, and any related equipment to find the right lighting,

exposure and focus.

● Work with other film professionals, including electricians, lighting technicians and directors

to determine desired effects, lighting requirements, camera movements and filming

sequences.

● Arrange studio sets to best suit the settings on the camera, and control the lighting

equipment, film stock, audio and cameras to get the result the director desires from the film. ●
Maintain, clean and test all broadcasting equipment and cameras to ensure every tool is in good

working order each day before filming starts.

● Watch filming sets closely to determine if problems are present in regards to camera angles

and lighting and notify the director about issues before filming starts.

● Remain updated on new technology and current industry trends to ensure you bring the

latest methods to the job.

SKILLS

● Excellent creativity and originality

● Superior graphic design skills

● Superior knowledge of the 12 principles of animation such as staging, timing, ease in, ease

out and anticipation

● Proficiency in the use of design and animation software

● In-depth understanding of mathematical and geometric concepts

● Knowledge of color theory

● Great attention to detail

● Ability to work in large teams

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE

● Proven experience as a creative cameraman/DOP

● Experience operating relevant equipment (cameras, gimbal, drone, cranes etc.) ●
Experience in making documentaries, docu dramas, non-fiction programmes etc ●
Prior experience in creating education and learning content is a plus

● Excellent knowledge of filming and capturing footage

● High school diploma; degree in film, media or relevant field is a plus



COMPENSATION

Barefoot College recognizes that the right candidate will have a significant impact on the success
of the organization and is prepared to offer an attractive compensation package for the non-profit
sector, commensurate with experience.

LOCATION

Base Location: Delhi/ Solan, Himachal Pradesh. Involves extensive travel.

TO APPLY

Qualified candidates should send their CV including their portfolio/samples of past work to
recruitment@barefootcollege.org. Given the high volume of applications we receive, we are unable
to respond to all applicants and our responses are limited to those who are shortlisted.

Last date to receive applications: 25th January 2022


